MEDICAL SCIENCES STUDENTS SOCIETY (MEDCY)
Now that you are stepping up to another level of education which is the pre-university
phase, it is the time to empower yourself with both knowledge and soft skills. Medical
Sciences Students Society or better known as MEDCY is a platform where leaders are
shaped. With a clear vision to substantiate professional muslims in accordance to Al-quran
and Sunnah, this society is built for all medical sciences students in Centre for Foundation
Studies, International Islamic University Malaysia(IIUM), Gambang Campus. The students
that are part of our society are those from the programme of medicine, dentistry, pharmacy,
nursing and allied health science.

Not as nerdy as it sounds, throughout the years of existence, MEDCY had organized a
whole range of beneficial activities from educational, spiritual to physical events. As one of
the leading academic based society here in CFS, we are bound to make sure that all of our
members are able to be productive in their keen area and be fully equipped with needed skills
before moving to the main campus. For 2019/2020 batch, the highlight of our society is the
conducting of Euphoric Med-day that last for the whole day from early morning until the end
of the night. This event was divided into three main activities which are Med Run, Exhibition
on Sciences Experiments and Miracles of Love Letter Night. A complete trio of physical,
educational and spiritual day that is open for all CFS students to discover more on the
relationship between Science and our daily life.

In addition, we also conducted interesting activities such as blood donating programme,
ifthar jamai with the members for every month, Medcy bond in the first semester to get to
know each other better and last but not least the Annual Grand Dinner which is not possible
due to the pandemic. There are a whole bunch of programmes that are possible to be done
here in CFS that depends on the time, money and cooperation from the committees in order
to make it a reality. Some of them that did not make it during our time are mock interview
and also mentoring programme. Last but not least, in order to continue the great legacy of
MEDCY, we are in hope that the future members will give their best to serve our beloved
society.

